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$[1, 2]$
$G$ $p$ $G$ $B_{p}(G)$
$G$ p-radical
; $O_{p}(N_{G}(U))=U$ $G$ r
$U$ $\mathrm{C}_{p}(G)$ $Z(U)\in Syl_{p}(C_{G}(U))$
$G$ r $U$ $B_{p}^{cen}(G):=B_{p}(G)\cap C_{p}(G)$ $C_{p}(G)$
”
$p$-centric”, $B_{p}^{cen}(G)$ ”centric $p$-radical”
$\Delta(B_{p}^{\mathrm{c}^{\backslash }en}(G))$
$\mathrm{F}_{\square }^{\mathrm{A}}$ $(B_{p}^{cen}(G), \subseteq)$
Proposition (a part of Proposition 9 in [2]) Let $V$ be a non-centric p-radical
subgromp of $G$ of maximal orvler, and let $p^{n}$ and $p^{d}$ , respectively, the $p$-part of the
orrler of $G$ and the order of V. Then the following holds:
1. Any non-trivial $p$-subgroup $Q$ of $G$ such that $|Q|>|V|$ cannot be a vertex of
an indecornposable summand of the reduced Lefschetz module $\tilde{L}_{G}(\Delta(B_{p}^{cen}(G)))$ .









$\Delta\langle B_{2}^{cen}(M))$ (cf. [2, Appendix]).
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}(\Delta(B_{2}^{cen}(M)))=2^{42}\cdot(73,427,837,341,1^{r}\mathit{0}6,925,816,952,881)$
$M$ non-centric2-radical semi-dihedral group
$SD_{16}$
$2^{4}$ $(B_{2}(M), B_{2}^{cen}(M)$ [4] ) $|M|$ 2-







Expected $?$ ? Under some “geometric $condit\mathrm{i}on^{f}’$ on a $p$ -subgroup complex $\Delta(\mathcal{P})$ ,
there exists (say something like) $a$ “BAD” $p$-subgroup $D$ of $G$ such that
1. $D$ is a defect group of a $non- pr*inc\dot{\iota}pal$ $p$-block $B$ of $G(?)$
2. There exists an indecomposable $surnmar\iota dM$ of $\tilde{L}_{G}(\Delta(\mathcal{P}))witf\iota$ vertx $Q$ , and
$\mu dherM$ lies in $B(^{7})$
3 The $p$-part $\tilde{\chi}(\Delta(\mathcal{P}))_{p}$ is given by $just|G|_{p}/|D|(?)$
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